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Getty Images When it comes to The Ryans of Hollywood, Mr. Reynolds is very high on our list. The hunky actor is a cheerful, friendly, and you know, super attractive-altogether, real dreamboat. So while it was pretty crushing when the green lantern actor courted, married, and soaked actress Blake Lively,
we were happy for him because he seems happy (sometimes we can be so selfless!). And these two crazy-looking kids really seem to be in love, as evidenced by the puppy-dog watch Reynolds gave to his wife on the red carpet. Here, look back at the full story of Ryan Reynolds looking adored by Blake
Lively. 1 out of 30 Dudes, this Gossip Girl chick is super hot, you don't even see what's lurking behind that name tag. 2 out of 30 And funny! Oh my God, she's so funny! And beautiful. Iloveyou . 3 out of 30 So this is, like, a harness? 4 out of 30 5 out of 30 So if I asked you to hold my hand, would you hold
my hand? You don't really have to hold my hand if I reach out right now because we're probably still dating, but I just want to know hypothetically if you were? 6 out of 30 Mmm you smell like puppies. And roses. And a million singing butterflies. 7 out of 30 I know you say words, but I can't hear them
because your face is so sexy and symmetrical. 8 out of 30 I know you'll believe, sometimes we just sit and look at each other? We even got rid of the Netflix subscription! 9 out of 30 10 out of 30 Should we fry quinoa balls or cabbage pan for dinner? 11 out of 30 Really, cabbage? Again? 12 out of 30 I told
you that I thought my hair looked stupid before we left the house! 13 out of 30 I know I'm sorry. I know you wore your hair like that so I didn't feel so self-conscious about mine. 14 out of 30 I can't believe you're doing your child raptor face in public. You're so hot. 15 out of 30 No, nothing in your teeth,
you're fine. 16 out of 30 Lord, we're beautiful. 17 out of 30 18 out of 30 God, our children will be so attractive. 19 out of 30 I just want us to be able to keep this moment forever. 20 out of 30 Yes, I think we're the most gorgeous couple on the Met Gala red carpet. 21 out of 30 How are you stealing the show
at the premiere of the film I'm in? 22 out of 30 Our daughters look just like you and I couldn't be happier about it. 23 out of 30 Getting a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame is nothing compared to looking into the eye. 24 out of 30 wonder if our daughter would get leftovers for being featured on Taylor
Swift's song? 25 out of 30 My God, you actually made Detective Pikachu premiere the place where you announce that we are with another child. 26 out of 30 Looking at You reminds me why we were invited to the half-time 100 gala. 27 out of 30 We can't leave, darling, we just got here. 28 out of 30 I can
say you're wearing glasses. 29 out of 30 I just remembered that I was married to Serena van der Woodsen. 30 of 30 God, of course you gingham off perfectly. Actors Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds are among the the most intriguing couples. Although the details surrounding their relationship are limited
because they are famously a private couple. They married in secret and keep their daughters, James and Ines, out of the public eye, be careful not to share their faces on social media, although Reynolds does share some hilarious thoughts about being a dad on Twitter. A few years earlier, James and
Ines had rarely performed at their father's induction ceremony on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. And just this week, Lively proudly showed off her baby bump at the premiere of Reynolds' new film, Pokemon Detective Pikachu. Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively attend the premiere of Pokemon Detective
Pikachu on May 2, 2019 in New York City. | ANGELA WEISS/AFP/Getty Images She donned a hugging yellow dress as an ode to her husband Pikachu's character. Over the years, the couple have revealed some details about how they met, which, like the actors themselves, are funny and adorable. Keep
reading to find out how the pair met with their own words. How did Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds meet? Reynolds and Lively met while filming the 2011 film Green Lantern. As fate would have it, Lively played the love interest of Reynolds' character. But at the time, Reynolds and actress Scarlett
Johansson were going through a divorce and Lively were dating her Gossip Girl co-star, Penn Badgley. Reynolds explains their first date during an interview with Jess Cagle, People and Entertainment Weekly editorial director, on Jess Cagle Interview, Reynolds and Lively both described the double date
they went on with other people. It was funny because for about a year after Green Lantern came and went, all that stuff we were both single, Reynolds told Cagle. We went on a double date. She was on a date with another guy, and I was on a date with another girl. It was the most embarrassing date for
this party because we were just like fireworks. No fireworks for Lively Lively had very different feelings about getting out. The date went well for him, there was no fireworks for me. No, Lively Cagle jokingly said. Actors Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds attend the Charles James: Beyond Fashion Costume
Institute gala at the Metropolitan Museum of Art on May 5, 2014 in New York City. | Mike Coppola/Getty Images We've been such good friends for so long and we've both got to know each other as friends. He didn't click for a good year and a half. Lively came up with the idea of dating In the same
interview, Lively explained that she came up with the idea of her and Reynolds dating. I said, Oh, hey, wait. Wait. We could date,' she said. This is what I appreciate about our relationship is that he is my friend in the first place. Lively and Reynolds married in 2012, and Martha Stewart and her team at
Martha Stewart's wedding were responsible for Reynolds and Lively's wedding in South Carolina at The Boone Plantation in Charleston. Notebook with Rachel McAdams and featured plantations, according to People. Eventmates Privacy Instagram is such a big part of a couple's life, only a small number
of photos from their wedding have been made public. Martha Stewart Weddings posted photos of many desserts at their wedding, a bouquet of Lively, and one of her Marchesa dress. To this day, the public has not gotten an idea of the faces of the bride and groom on their wedding day, once again
highlighting the fact that they are very private. While Ryan Reynolds may have made more headlines recently for his recent divorce from Scarlett Johansson and his upcoming role in Green Lantern, we know and love him for something else: his commitment to fitness. And those abs. Holy Moli. So how
does this Canadian-born Hollywood hunk stay so darn fit? According to his personal trainer Bobby Storm, who created a super-hero workout for Reynolds, a little bit of everything. From strength training that work opposite muscle groups to yoga and Pilates to kickboxing and basic work, Reynolds did his
best to prepare for the role of Green Lantern. In fact, Reynolds worked like crazy for six months, seven days a week, 90 minutes a day. Jennifer Walters is THE CEO and co-founder of healthy lifestyle sites, FitBottomedGirls.com and FitBottomedMamas.com. A certified personal trainer, lifestyle and
weight management trainer and group exercise instructor, she also has a master's degree in health journalism and regularly writes about all things fitness and wellness for various online publications. Beautiful people: Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds are on the eve of their second wedding anniversary -
for which, in perfect Pinterest fashion, Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds will DIY their own gifts - and Lively candidly expressed their wishes for the future Reynolds family of Marie Claire: I have to get started. If I could spit out the children's litter, I would. Strange and visceral language from the former
Gossip Girl, but after seeing her lifestyle website, Reserve, I don't think I can be surprised by anything Lively says. The girl has a dark, strange side. That being said, who wouldn't want to see such beautiful creatures as Reynolds and Live Procreation? If you have such golden genes, why not pass them
on to a litter or two of all American babies who certainly have more Instagram followers in their first breath of life than I could ever hope for in the rest of mine? Lively and Reynolds still haven't gotten started, apparently, but they probably should soon, seeing how Lively claimed she wanted 30 children. Get
to get, you are crazy lovers! They will have plenty of time for flower beard fiction and six pack abs later! Fueled by the impatience and curiosity and power of the Internet, I went ahead and morphed these two on Thing, and to my chagrin, they produced no creep I was hoping for, but some actually decent,
very human-looking kids. Boy Boy Eyes! It is the sweet coif blond hair that falls so carefree! That button nose! Usually Morph Things are scary and disgusting, but this faux baby not only looks decently believable, it's cute. Gossip (Baby) GirlLook on this little brunette punkin. Sure, her eyes are a little
lopsided, but don't we all have any flaws? And before you get at me for criticizing a child, let me gently remind you she's the internet morphing two celebrity stock photos, so judge rightly my cruelty. Still, she has dimples. I envy a fake baby because of her dimple. I need to rethink something. What have I
learned from this experiment? Even when celebrities have fake internet kids that are created by mashing two 2D photos of them together, imaginary kids are super good looking. I secretly hope that Lively and Reynolds do childbearing and make more than a dozen small children, if only so I can start
betting pool on what they'll call their litter (s). Judging by the reserve's website, there are going to be a few Reynolds children who are struggling through primary school with some X silent. But at least they'll be adorable. And their father will be Ryan freakin' Reynolds.Images: Morphthing.com
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